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What’s New? 
The following section will discuss all newly added features and improvements that are part 

of the latest DocuNet 2.1.1 application release.  

Headline New edit icon added to bookmark screen 

Detail We have now added a new edit icon when editing the bookmark list. 
Please select the below icon to edit the name of a bookmark. 
 

 
 

 

Headline New file added to DocuNet home directory to display the version of 
the application. 

Detail Users can now find an extra file in docunet-home directory titled 
“version.properties” 
By opening this file it will display the below information. 

- Build number  
- Version number  

 

Headline Improvements for devices that use rotation.  

Detail We have fixed minor display issues with rotating the device when 
using DocuNet. The screen will now refresh and display correctly. 

 

Headline Default image pop out. 

Detail We have changed the default pop out when selecting images so the 
full image will display on screen when first selected.  

 

Headline Selecting layers for a manual is now tab specific. 

Detail We have made changes to the way layers are applied to manuals. 
When viewing multiple manuals in different tabs, each tab now 
retains its specific layer. 

 

Headline Users can now open embedded files from a manual. 

Detail Users can now select to open external embedded files from the 
manual content. This includes PDF files, Word Documents etc. The 
setting in the config files titled “disable.external.links” is still 
applied to this new feature.  

 
 

 



System requirements 
DocuNet is known to work on devices with the following minimum specifications: 

 OS: Windows 7 

 CPU: 1.2GHz minimum (based on Intel Core 2 Duo platform) 

 RAM: 2GB 

 Disk Size: 130MB available (+ space required for the manual library) 

Also compatible with:  

- Windows 8 

- Windows Surface Pro 

- Toughbook 

- Toughpad 

- Acer Ultrabook  

 


